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Abstract. This paper discusses the solution of systems of fuzzy number max-plus

linear equations through the greatest fuzzy number subsolution of the system. We

show that if entries of each column of the coefficient matrix are not equal to infinite,

the system has the greatest fuzzy number subsolution. The greatest fuzzy number

subsolution of the system could be determined by first finding the greatest interval

subsolution of the alpha-cuts of the system and then modifying it if needed, such that

each its components is a family of alpha-cut of a fuzzy number. Then, based on the

Decomposition Theorem on Fuzzy Set, we can determine the membership function

of the elements of greatest subsolution of the system. If the greatest subsolution

satisfies the system then it is a solution of the system.
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Abstrak. Artikel ini membahas tentang penyelesaian sistem persamaan linear

max-plus bilangan kabur melalui subpenyelesaian terbesar bilangan kabur sistem

tersebut. Dapat ditunjukkan bahwa untuk matriks persegi, dengan komponen pada

setiap kolom tidak semuanya sama dengan tak hingga, mempunyai subpenyelesa-

ian terbesar bilangan kabur. Subpenyelesaian terbesar bilangan kabur sistem da-

pat ditentukan dengan terlebih dahulu menentukan vektor subpenyelesaian terbesar

interval potongan-alpha sistem tersebut dan jika diperlukan dilakukan modifikasi

sedemikian hingga setiap komponennya merupakan potongan-alpha suatu bilangan

kabur. Selanjutnya, dengan berdasarkan Teorema Dekomposisi pada Himpunan

Kabur, dapat ditentukan fungsi keanggotaan komponen subpenyelesaian terbesar

sistem. Jika subpenyelesaian terbesar memenuhi sistem, maka subpenyelesaian

terbesar tersebut merupakan penyelesaian sistem.

Kata kunci: Aljabar max-plus, sistem persamaan linear, bilangan kabur

1. Introduction

The max-plus algebra can be used to model and analyze networks, like the
project scheduling, production system, queuing networks, etc [1], [3], [4]. The
networks modeling with max-plus algebra approach is usually a system of max-
plus linear equations and it can be written as a matrix equation A⊗ x = b where
x and b are input vector and output vector respectively.

Recently, the fuzzy networks modeling have been developed. In this paper,
the fuzzy networks refer to networks whose activity times are fuzzy numbers. The
fuzzy scheduling are as in [2], [10] and the fuzzy queueing networks as in [7]. When
we follow the notions of modeling and analyzing fuzzy networks with max-plus
algebra approach, for the input-output fuzzy system we will use systems of fuzzy
number max-plus linear equations. For this reason, this paper will discuss existence
and computation of solutions of system Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃ of fuzzy number max-plus linear
equations.

The solution of the fuzzy relational equation has been investigated by many
researchers. Among their results, are the minimal solution of a fuzzy relational
equation with the supinf composite operation [8], the complete set of minimal so-
lutions for fuzzy relational equations with max-product composition [11], the solu-
tions for fuzzy relational equations with supmin composition [12], and the solutions
for fuzzy relational equations with supinf composition [9]. The solutions for fuzzy
relational equations with max-plus composition will be discussed in this paper.

We first review some basic concepts of max-plus algebra, matrices over max-
plus algebra, and the solution of system of max-plus linear equations A ⊗ x = b.
Further details can be found in [1].

Let Rε := R ∪ {ε} be the set of all real numbers and ε := −∞. Defined two
operations on Rε such that for every a, b ∈ R,

a⊕ b := max(a, b), a⊗ b := a+ b.
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Then (R,⊕,⊗) is a commutative idempotent semiring whose neutral element ε =
−∞ and unity element e = 0. Moreover, (R,⊕,⊗) is a semifield, that is (R,⊕,⊗) is
a commutative semiring, where for every a ∈ R there exist −a such that a⊗(−a) =
0. Then, (R,⊕,⊗) is called the max-plus algebra, and is written as Rmax. The
algebra Rmax has no zero divisors, that is for every x, y ∈ R, if x ⊗ y = ε , then
x = ε or y = ε. The relation ”�m ” on Rmax defined by x �m y if x ⊕ y = y, is
a partial order on Rmax. The operations on Rmax are consistent with respect to
the order �m, that is for every a, b, c ∈ Rmax, if a �m b, then a⊕ c �m b⊕ c and
a⊗ c �m b⊗ c. We define x0 := 0 , xk := x⊗ xk−1 and εk := ε, for k = 1, 2, ... .

The operations ⊕ and ⊗ on Rmax can be extended to the set in Rm×n
max ,

where Rm×n
max := {A = (Aij)|Aij ∈ Rmax, for i = 1, 2, ...,m and j = 1, 2, ..., n}.

Specifically, for A,B ∈ Rn×n
max we define

(A⊕B)ij = Aij ⊕Bij , (A⊗B)ij =

n
⊕

k=1

Aik ⊗Bkj .

We also define matrix Υ ∈ Rm×n
max , with (Υ)ij := ε for every i and j, and

matrix E ∈ Rn×n
max , with (E)ij :=

{

0 if i = j

ε if i 6= j
. We can show that (Rm×n

max ,⊕) is

an idempotent commutative semigroup, (Rn×n
max ,⊕,⊗) is an idempotent semiring

whose neutral element is the matrix Υ and unity element is the matrix E, and
Rm×n

max is a semimodule over Rmax.

For any matrix A ∈ Rn×n
max , define A0 = En and Ak := A ⊗ Ak−1 for k =

1, 2, ... . The relation ”�m” which is define in Rm×n
max by A � B if A ⊕ B = B,

is a partial order on Rm×n
max . In (Rn×n

max ,⊕,⊗), operations ⊕ and ⊗ are consistent
with respect to the order �m, that is for every A,B,C ∈ Rm×n

max if A � B, then
A⊕ C � B ⊕ C and A⊗ C � B ⊗ C.

Define Rn
max := {[x1, x2, ..., xn]

T |xi ∈ Rmax, i = 1, 2, ..., n}. Note that Rn
max

can be viewed as Rn×1
max . The elements of Rn

max are called vectors over Rmax or
shortly vectors.

Definition 1.1. Given A ∈ Rm×n
max and b ∈ Rm

max, a vector x́ is called subsolution

of the system of max-plus linear equations A⊗ x = b if A⊗ x́ � b.

Definition 1.2. A subsolution x̂ of the system A ⊗ x = b is called the greatest

subsolutions of the system A ⊗ x = b if x́ � x̂ for every subsolution x́ of the
system A⊗ x = b.

Theorem 1.3. [1] Given A ∈ Rm×n
max with the entries of each column are not all

equal to ε and b ∈ Rm
max, then the greatest subsolution of system A ⊗ x = b exists

and is given by x̂ = −(AT ⊗ (−b)).
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2. Main Results

We begin the discussion by developing some basic concepts of interval max-
plus algebra, matrices over interval max-plus algebra, and solutions of systems of
interval max-plus linear equations. The concepts are developed based on [6].

A (closed) interval x in Rmax is a subset of Rmax of the form

[x] = [x, x] = {x ∈ Rmax|x �m x �m x}.

The interval [x] ∈ Rmax is called max-plus interval or shortly interval. For intervals
[x] and [y], [x] ⊆ [y] if and only if y �m x �m x �m y. The number x ∈ Rmax can
be represented as interval [x, x]. Define I(R)ε := {[x] = [x, x]|x, x ∈ R, ε �m x �m

x} ∪ {[ε]}, where [ε] := [ε, ε]. Define two operations ⊕̄ and ⊗̄ by

[x]⊕̄[y] := [x⊕ y, x⊕ y], [x]⊗̄[y] := [x⊗ y, x⊗ y]

for every [x], [y] ∈ I(R)ε. We can show that I(R)ε is closed with respect to the
operations ⊕̄ and ⊗̄. Moreover, (I(R)ε, ⊕̄, ⊗̄) is a comutative idempotent semiring
with neutral element [ε] and unity element [0] = [0, 0]. This comutative idempotent
semiring (I(R)ε, ⊕̄, ⊗̄) is called the interval max-plus algebra and is written as
I(R)max. Relation ”�Im” defined on I(R)max as [x] �Im [y] if [x]⊕̄[y] = [y], is
a partial order on I(R)max. Notice that [x]⊕̄[y] = [y] if and only if x �m y and
x �m y.

Define I(R)m×n
max := {[A] = ([A]ij)|[A]ij ∈ I(R)max, for i = 1, 2, ...,m and

j = 1, 2, ..., n}. The elements of I(R)m×n
max are called matrix over interval max-

plus algebra or shortly interval matrices. Matrices [A], [B] ∈ I(R)m×n
max are equal

if [A]ij = [B]ij , that is if [A]ij = [B]ij and [A]ij = [B]ij for every i and j. The

operations ⊕̄ and ⊗̄ on I(R)max can be extended to I(R)m×n
max . Specifically, for

[A], [B] ∈ I(R)n×n
max we define

([A]⊕̄[B])ij = [A]ij⊕̄[B]ij , ([A]⊗̄[B])ij =

n
¯⊕

k=1

[A]ik⊗̄[B]kj .

Then (I(R)m×n
max , ⊕̄, ⊗̄) is an idempotent semiring whose neutral element is the

matrix [Υ] , with ([Υ])ij := [ε] for every i and j, and unity element is the matrix [E],

with ([E])ij :=

{

[0] if i = j

[ε] if i 6= j
. We can also show that I(R)m×n

max is a semimodule

over I(R)max.

For any matrix [A] ∈ I(R)m×n
max , define the matrices A = ([A]ij) ∈ Rm×n

max

and A = ([A]ij) ∈ Rm×n
max , which are called lower bound matrices and upper

bound matrices of [A], respectively. Define matrix interval of [A], as [A,A] =
{A ∈ Rm×n

max |A �m A �m A} and I(Rm×n
max )b = {[A,A]|[A] ∈ I(R)m×n

max }. Also for
[A,A], [B,B] ∈ I(Rn×n

max )b we define

[A,A]⊕̄[B,B] = [A⊕B,A⊕B], [A,A]⊗̄[B,B] = [A⊗B,A⊗B].

The matrices interval [A,A], [B,B] ∈ I(Rn×n
max )b are equal if A = B and A =

B. We can show that (I(Rn×n
max )b, ⊕̄, ⊗̄) is an idempotent semiring with neutral
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element [Υ,Υ] and the unity element [E,E]. We can also show that I(Rn×n
max )b is a

semimodule over I(R)max.

The semiring (I(R)n×n
max , ⊕̄, ⊗̄) is isomorphic with semiring (I(Rn×n

max )b, ⊕̄, ⊗̄).
Define a mapping f, where f([A]) = [A,A] for every [A] ∈ I(R)n×n

max . Also, the semi-
module I(R)n×n

max is isomorphic with semimodule I(Rn×n
max )b. Hence, for every matri-

ces interval [A] ∈ I(R)n×n
max we can determine matrices interval [A,A] ∈ I(Rn×n

max )b.

Conversely, for every [A,A] ∈ I(Rn×n
max )b, A,A ∈ Rn×n

max , such that [[A]
ij
, [A]ij ] ∈

I(R)max for every i and j. The matrix interval [A,A] is called matrix interval
associated with the interval matrix [A] and is written as [A] ≈ [A,A]. So we have

[A]⊕̄[B] ≈ [A⊕B,A⊕B], [A]⊗̄[B] ≈ [A⊗B,A⊗B].

Define I(R)m×n
max := {[x] = [[x]1, [x]2, ..., [x]n]

T |[x]i ∈ I(R)max, i = 1, 2, ..., n}.
The Elements of I(R)m×n

max are called interval vectors over I(R)max or shortly in-
terval vectors.

Definition 2.1. Given [A] ∈ I(R)m×n
max and [b] ∈ I(R)mmax. An interval vector

[x]∗ ∈ I(R)nmax is called an interval solution of interval system [A]⊗̄[x] = [b] if

[x]∗ satisfies [A]⊗̄[x]∗ = [b]. An interval vector ´[x] ∈ I(R)nmax is called interval

subsolution of the system if [A]⊗̄ ´[x] �Im [b].

Definition 2.2. Given [A] ∈ I(R)m×n
max and [b] ∈ I(R)mmax. An interval vector

ˆ[x] ∈ I(R)nmax is called the greatest interval subsolution of interval system

[A]⊗̄[x] = [b] if ´[x] �Im
ˆ[x] for every interval subsolution ´[x] of [A]⊗̄[x] = [b].

Theorem 2.3. If [A] ∈ I(R)m×n
max with the entries of each column are not all equal

to [ε] and [b] ∈ I(R)mmax, with [A] ≈ [A,A] and [b] ≈ [b, b], then the interval vector
ˆ[x] ≈ [x̂ , x̂ ], with x̂i = min{−(AT ⊗ (−b))i,−(A

T
⊗ (−b))i} and x̂ = −(A

T
⊗ (−b))

is the greatest interval subsolution of the interval system [A]⊗̄[x] = [b].

Proof. Since the entries of each column of matrix [A] are not all equal to [ε]
for every A ∈ [A,A], the entries of each column of matrix A are not all equal to
ε. According to Theorem 1.3 for every A ∈ [A,A] and for every b ∈ [b, b], the
vector x̂ = −(AT ⊗ (−b)) is the greatest subsolution of A ⊗ x = b. Especially

for the system A⊗x = b, the greatest subsolution is x̂ = −(AT ⊗ (−b)), and

for the system A ⊗ x = b is x̂ = −(A
T
⊗ (−b)). Let ˆ[x ] ≈ [x̂, x̂], with x̂ i =

min{−(AT ⊕ (−b))i,−(A
T
⊕ (−b))i} and x̂ = −(A

T
⊕ (−b)).

(i) If −(AT ⊗ (−b)) �m −(A
T
⊗ (−b)) then x̂ = −(AT ⊗ (−b)). Since x̂

and x̂ are the subsolution of A⊗x = b and A⊗ x = b respectively, A⊗x �m b and

A⊗ x �m b hold. It is followed that [A⊗x, A⊗ x ] �Im [b, b], or [A]⊗̄ ˆ[x ] �Im [b].

Thus ˆ[x ] is a subsolution of [A]⊗̄[x ] = [b]. Let the interval vector ´[x ] ∈ I(R)nmax be

an interval subsolution of [A]⊗̄[x ] = [b], then [A]⊗̄ ´[x ] �Im [b] or [A,A]⊗̄[x́, x́] �Im

[b] or [A ⊗ x́, A ⊗ x́] �Im [b, b], that means A ⊗ x́ �m b and A ⊗ x́ �m b. Hence
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x́ and x́ is a subsolution of A⊗x = b and A ⊗ x = b, respectively. Since x̂ and
x̂ are the greatest subsolution of A⊗x = b and A ⊗ x = b, respectively,x́ �m x̂

and x́ �m x̂ . It follows that [x́ , x́] �Im [x̂ , x̂ ]. Thus, we can prove that ˆ[x ] ≈

[−(AT ⊗ (−b)),−(A
T
⊗ (−b))] is the greatest subsolution of [A]⊗̄[x ] = [b].

(ii) If −(AT ⊗ (−b)) �m −(A
T
⊗ (−b)), then for ˆ[x ] ≈ [x̂ ,−(A

T
⊗ (−b))],

with x̂ i = min{−(AT ⊗ (−b))i,−(A
T
⊗ (−b))i} we have x̂ �m −(AT ⊗ (−b))

and x̂ = −(A
T
⊗ (−b)). Since the operation ⊗ for matrices is consistent with

respect to relation �m, A⊗x̂ �m b and A ⊗ x̂ �m b. It follows that [A⊗x̂ , A ⊗

x̂ ] �Im [b, b]. or [A]⊗̄ ˆ[x ] �Im [b]. Thus ˆ[x ] is a subsolution of [A]⊗̄[x ] = [b].

Let interval vector ´[x ] ∈ I(R)nmax is a interval subsolution of [A]⊗̄[x ] = [b], then

[A]⊗̄ ´[x ] �Im [b] or [A,A]⊗̄[x́, x́] �Im [b, b] or [A ⊗ x́, A ⊗ x́] �Im [b, b], it is

means thatA ⊗ x́ �m b and A ⊗ x́ �m b. Hence, x́ and x́ are a subsolution of
A ⊗ x́ = b and A ⊗ x́ = b, respectively. Since is x̂ the greatest subsolution of
A ⊗ x́ = b, x́ �m x̂. Then, we can show that x́ �m x̂. Suppose that x́ �m x̂. Since
the relation �m inRmax is a total relation, there is an index i such that x́i �m x̂ i =

min{−(AT⊗(−b))i,−(A
T
⊗(−b))i}. It means that (a) x́i ≻m −(AT⊗(−b))i which

contradicts the fact that −(AT ⊗(−b)) is the greatest subsolution system A⊗x́ = b,

or (b) x́i ≻m −(A
T
⊗(−b))i which contradicts that x́ �m x́ �m x̂ = −(A

T
⊕(−b)).

Thus, x́ �m x̂ . Since x́ �m x̂ and x́ �m x̂, [x́, x́] �Im [x̂, x̂]. Hence, it is proved

that ˆ[x ] ≈ [x̂, x̂] is the greatest subsolution of [A]⊗̄[x ] = [b]. ✷

If the greatest interval subsolution was satisfies the system, then it is an
interval solution of the system. In the further discussion, we assume that the
reader know about some basic concepts in fuzzy set and fuzzy number. Further
details can be found in [5] and [13].

Theorem 2.4. (Decomposition Theorem) [13] If Aα is an α-cut of fuzzy set Ã in

X and Ãα is a fuzzy set in X with membership function µ(x) = αχAα , where χAα

is the charateristic function of set A , then Ã =
⋃

α∈[0,1]

Ãα.

Definition 2.5. Let F(R)ε̃ := F(R) ∪ {ε̃}, where F(R) is the set of all fuzzy
numbers and ε̃ := {−∞}, with the α-cut of ε̃ is εα = [−∞,−∞] for every α ∈ [0, 1].

Define the operations ⊕̃ and ⊗̃ such that for every ã, b̃ ∈ F(R)ε̃ with aα = [aα, aα] ∈

I(R)max and bα = [bα, b
α
] ∈ I(R)max : (i) Maximum of ã and b̃, written ã⊕̃b̃, is

a fuzzy number whose α-cut is interval [aα ⊕ bα, aα ⊕ b
α
] for every α ∈ [0, 1] (ii)

Addition of ã and b̃, written ã⊗̃b̃, is a fuzzy number whose α-cut is the interval
[aα ⊗ bα, aα ⊕ b

α
] for every α ∈ [0, 1].

We can show that α-cuts in this definition satisfy the conditions of α-cuts of a
fuzzy number. Since ((I(R)ε, ⊕̄, ⊗̄) is an idempotent comutative semiring, from the
operations in F(R)ε̃ , we can show that (F(R)ε̃, ⊕̃, ⊗̃) is an idempotent comutative
semiring, with neutral element ε̃ and unity element ẽ = {0}, with eα = [0, 0] for
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every α ∈ [0, 1]. The idempotent comutative semiring F (R)max := (F (R)ε̃, ⊕̃, ⊗̃)
is called the fuzzy number max-plus algebra and is written F (R)max.

Definition 2.6. Define F (R)m×n
max := {Ã = (Ãij)|Ãij ∈ F (R)max, for i = 1, 2, ...,m

and j = 1, 2, ..., n}. The elements of F (R)m×n
max are called matrices over fuzzy num-

ber max-plus algebra.

Such matrices will be called fuzzy number matrix. The operations ⊕̃ and ⊗̃ in
F (R)max can be extended to the operations of fuzzy number matrices in F (R)n×n

max .

Specifically, for the matrices Ã, B̃ ∈ F (R)n×n
max , we define

(Ã⊕̃B̃)ij = Ãij⊕̃B̃ij , (Ã⊗̃B̃)ij =

n

˜⊕

k=1

Ãik⊗̃B̃kj .

For every Ã ∈ F (R)n×n
max and number α ∈ [0, 1] define α-cut matrix of matrix Ã,

that is the interval matrix Aα := (Aα
ij), with Aα

ij is the α-cut of Ãij for every i and

j. Note that matrix Aα = (Aα
ij) ∈ Rm×n

max and Aα = (Aα
ij) ∈ Rm×n

max are lower bound

and upper bound of matrix Aα, respectively. We can conclude that the matrices
Ã, B̃ ∈ F (R)m×n

max , are equal if and only if Aα = Bα, that is Aα
ij = Bα

ij for every

α ∈ [0, 1] and for every i and j. For every fuzzy number matrix Ã, Aα ≈ [Aα, Aα].

Specifically, for the matrices Ã, B̃ ∈ F (R)n×n
max , we can show that (A ⊕ B)α ≈

[Aα ⊕Bα, Aα ⊕Bα] and (A⊗B)α ≈ [Aα ⊗Bα, Aα ⊗Bα] for every α ∈ [0, 1].

Define F (R)nmax := {x̃ = [x̃1, x̃1, ..., x̃n]
T |x̃i ∈ F (R)max, i = 1, 2, ..., n}. The

elements in F (R)nmax are called fuzzy number vectors over F (R)max, or shortly
fuzzy number vectors.

Definition 2.7. Given Ã ∈ F (R)m×n
max and b̃ ∈ F (R)mmax. A fuzzy number vector

x̃∗ ∈ F (R)nmax is called fuzzy number solution of system Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃ if x̃∗ satisfies the

system. A fuzzy number vector ´̃x ∈ F (R)nmax is called fuzzy number subsolution of

the system if Ã⊗̃´̃x �Fm b̃.

Definition 2.8. Given Ã ∈ F (R)m×n
max and b̃ ∈ F (R)mmax. A fuzzy number vector

ˆ̃x ∈ F (R)nmax is called greatest fuzzy number subsolution of Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃ if ´̃x �Fm
ˆ̃x

for every fuzzy number subsolution ´̃x of the system.

Definition 2.9. Given Ã ∈ F (R)m×n
max with the entries of each column are not all

equal to ε̃ and b̃ ∈ F (R)mmax. Define a fuzzy number vector ˘̃x whose components

are ˘̃xi, that is a fuzzy number with the α-cut x̆α
i = [x̆α

i , x̆
α
i ]. The bounds of x̆α

i are

defined recursively as bellow. Let x̂α
i = min{((Aα)T ⊗ (−bα))i, ((Aα)T ⊗ (−bα))i}

and x̂α
i = −((Aα)T ⊗ (−bα))i,
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x̆α
i =















min
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i }, if min

β∈[0,1]
{x̂β

i } ≺m x̂α
i

{

x̂
β
i , if x̂

β
i ≺m x̂α

i

x̂α
i , if x̂

β
i ≻m x̂α

i

, ∀α, β ∈ [0, 1] withα > β, if x̂α
i ≺m min

β∈[0,1]
{x̂β

i }

x̆α
i =

{

x̂
β
i , if x̂

β
i ≺mx̂

α
i

x̂α
i , if x̂

β
i ≻m x̂α

i

, ∀α, β ∈ [0, 1] with α < β

Notice that the α-cut family of the components of the fuzzy number vector
˘̃x as in Definition 2.9 is really an α-cut family of a fuzzy number. That is because
(i) according to the Theorem 2.3, x̂α

i is an interval, then x̆α
i is also an interval,

(ii) Ã ∈ F (R)m×n
max and b̃ ∈ F (R)mmax, hence A1

ij 6= ∅ and b1
ij 6= ∅. Thus x̂1

ij 6= ∅.

Meanwhile from the Definition 2.9, we have x̆1
ij = [x̆1

ij , min
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i }], with x̆1

ij =










max
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i }, if ∀α ∈ [0, 1], x̂α

i �m min
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i }

min
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i }, if ∃α ∈ [0, 1], x̂α

i ≻m min
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i }

, hence x̆1
ij 6= ∅, (iii) from the

Definition 2.9, it is clear that x̆α
i is a nested α-cut family, (iv) Ã ∈ F (R)m×n

max and

b̃ ∈ F (R)mmax, then A0
ij and b1

ijare bounded, respectively. Meanwhile from the

Definition 2.9, we have x̆0
ij = [x̆0

ij , x̃
0
ij ], with

x̆0
ij =











min
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i }, if ∀α ∈ [0, 1], x̂α

i �m min
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i }

min
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i }, if ∃α ∈ [0, 1], x̂α

i ≺m min
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i }

,

hence x̂0
i is also bounded.

Further, use to Decomposition Theorem in fuzzy set, we can get the compo-
nents of fuzzy number vector ˘̃x , that is ˘̃xi =

⋃

α∈[0,1]

c̃αi where c̃αi is a fuzzy set in R

with its membership function µ(x) = αχcα
i
, where χcα

i
is the characteristic func-

tion of x̆α
i . With the above defined ˘̃x , we have that ˘̃x is the greatest fuzzy number

subsolution, where x̆α
i �Im x̂α

i for every α ∈ [0, 1] and for every i = 1, 2, ..., n. The
theorem below gives a condition for the existence of the greatest fuzzy number sub-
solution the system Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃. We show that the fuzzy number vector as defined in
the Definition 2.9 is the greatest fuzzy number subsolution of the system Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃.

Theorem 2.10. Given Ã ∈ F (R)m×n
max with the entries of each column are not

all equal to ε̃ and b̃ ∈ F (R)mmax, then the fuzzy number vector ˘̃x which whose
components are defined as in Definition 2.9 is the greatest fuzzy number subsolution
of Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃.

Proof. According to the Theorem 2.3, the interval vector x̂α whose components
are x̂α

i = [x̂α
i , x̂

α
i ], with x̂α

i = min[−((Aα)T ⊗ (−bα))i,−((Aα)T ⊗ (−bα))i], and
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x̂α
i = −((Aα)T ⊗ (−bα))i for every i = 1, 2, ..., n, is the greatest subsolution of

system Aα⊗̄[x ] = bα for every α ∈ [0, 1]. Let ˘̃x be a fuzzy number vector whose

components are fuzzy number ˘̃xi, where x̆α
i = [x̆α

i , x̆
α
i ] whose bounds are defined

as in Definition 2.9. From the definition of x̆α
i , x̆

α
i �Im x̂α

i . Thus, x̆
α �Im x̂

α for
every α ∈ [0, 1]. Since x̂

α is the greatest subsolution of Aα⊗̄[x ] = bα for every
α ∈ [0, 1], Aα⊗̄x̂

α �Im bα for every α ∈ [0, 1]. Since x̆α �Im x̂
α for every α ∈ [0, 1]

and the operation ⊗̄ on interval matrix is consistent with respect to the order
”�Im ”, Aα⊗̄x̆

α �Im Aα⊗̄x̂
α �Im bα for every α ∈ [0, 1]. Hence, Ã⊗̃ ˘̃x �Fm b̃

so ˘̃x is a subsolution of the system Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃. Let ´̃x ∈ F (R)nmax be a fuzzy

number subsolution of Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃, then Ã⊗̃ ˘̃x �Fm b̃ or Aα⊗̄x́
α �Im bα, for every

α ∈ [0, 1]. Since x̂α is the greatest subsolution of system Aα⊗̄[x ] = bα, x́α �Im x̂
α

for every α ∈ [0, 1]. Hence, we have ´̃x �Fm
˘̃x , that is ´̃xi �Fm

˘̃xi or x́α
i �Im x̆α

i

for every α ∈ [0, 1]. Suppose there exists αk ∈ [0, 1] such that x́αk

i ⊀Im x̆αk

i ,

that is x́αk

i ≻m x̆αk

i or x́αk

i ≻m x̆αk

i . (i) For case x́αk

i ≻m x̆αk

i , there are three

possibilities: (a) x̆αk

i ≺m x̂αk

i ≺m x́αk

i . This leads to x́
αk �m x̂

αk . Since x̂
αk

is the greatest subsolution of system Aαk ⊗ x = bαk , Aαk ⊗ x́
αk �m bαk . This

contradicts the fact that ´̃x is a fuzzy number subsolution of the system Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃.

(b) Suppose that x̆αk

i ≺m x́αk

i ≺m x̂αk

i . Based on the Definition 2.9, for x̆αk

i , there

exist αm ∈ [0, 1], αm ≥ αk such that x̆αk

i ≺m x̂αm

i ≺m x́αk

i . If it had not the case,

then x̆αk

i ≺m x̂αk

i ≺m x́αk

i , that contradicts the assumption above. Further, since

the α-cut family vector ´̃x ’s component are nested, x́αk

i �m x́αm

i . Since x̂αm

i �m x́αk

i

and x́αk

i �m x́αm

i , x̂αm �m x́αm

i . This leads to x́
αm �m x̂

αm . Since x̂
αm is the

greatest subsolution of the system Aαm ⊗ x = bαm , Aαm ⊗ x́
αm �m bαm . It

contradicts the fact that ´̃x is a fuzzy number subsolution of the system Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃.

(c). Suppose x̆αk

i = min
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i } ≺m x́αk

i �m x̂αk

i . Since the α-cuts of vector ´̃x ’s

component are an interval, x́αk

i �m x́αk

i . According to the Definition 2.9, there

exists αj , β
∗ ∈ [0, 1], αj ≤ αk such that x̂

β∗

i �m x̂αk

i ≺m x́αk

i . If it had not the

case then x̆αk

i 6= min
β∈[0,1]

{x̂β
i }, that contradicts the assumption above. Further, since

α-cut family of component of fuzzy number vector ´̃x are nested, x́αk

i �m x́
αj

i . Since

x̂
αj

i ≺m x́αk

i , and x́αk

i �m x́
αj

i , x́
αj

i �m x́
αj

i , hence x́
αj �m x̂

αj . Since x̂
αj is

the greatest subsolution of the system Aαj ⊗ x = bαj , Aαj ⊗ x́
αj �j bαj . This

conclusion contradicts the fact that ´̃x is a fuzzy number subsolution of the system
Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃. (ii) For case x́αk ≻m x̆αk there are two possibilities: (a) Suppose x̆αk ≺m

x̂αk ≺m x́αk , then x́
αk �m x̂

αk . Since x̂
αk is the greatest subsolution of the system

Aαk ⊗x = bαk , Aαk ⊗xαk �m bαk This result contradicts the fact that ´̃x is a fuzzy

number subsolution of the system Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃. (b) Suppose x̆αk

i ≺m x́αk

i ≺m x̂αk

i .

Based on Definition 2.9 on x̆αk

i , there exist αj ∈ [0, 1], αj ≤ αk such that x̆αk

i ≺m

x̂
αj

i ≺m x́αk

i . If it had not the case, then x́αk

i ≺m x̆αk

i ≺m x̂αk

i , that contradicts the

assumption above. Further, since α-cut family of vector ´̃x ’s component are nested,
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x́αk

i �m x́
αj

i . Since x̂
αj

i ≺m x́αk

i and x́αk

i ≺m x́
αj

i , x̂
αj

i ≺m x̆
αj

i . Thus, x́αj �m x̂
αj .

Since x̂
αj is the greatest subsolution of the system Aαj ⊗ x = bαj , Aαj ⊗ xαj �m

bαj This result contradicts the fact that ´̃x is a fuzzy number subsolution of the
system Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃. Further, by Decomposition Theorem in fuzzy set, we can get
the components of fuzzy number vector ˘̃x with its components are ˘̃xi =

⋃

α∈[0,1]

c̃αi

where c̃αi is a fuzzy set in R with its membership function µ(x) = αχcα
i
, where χcα

i
,

where χcα
i
is the characteristic function of x̆α

i . ✷

Before we give an example, we recall a special type of fuzzy numbers. A
triangular fuzzy number ã, written as TFN(a1, a, a2), is a fuzzy number with mem-
bership function

µã(x) =







x−a1

a−a1

, a1 ≤ x ≤ a
a2−x
a2−a

, a ≤ x ≤ a2
0, others

The support of ã is an open interval (a1, a2) whose α-cut is

aα =

{

[(a− a1)α+ a1,−(a2 − a)α+ a2] , α ∈ (0, 1 ]
[a1, a2] , α = 0

Example 2.11. In the matrix below, the TFN(a1, a, a2) will be written (a1, a, a2).
Let

Ã =





(− 3, − 2, − 1) (4, 5, 6) (ε, ε,ε)
(3, 4, 5) (ε, ε, ε) (− 3, − 2, 0)
(4, 5, 6) (7, 8, 10) (6, 7, 8)



 and b̃ =





(6, 8, 10)
(9, 10, 11)
(12, 14 , 15)



 .

We will determine the vector ˘̃x that is the greatest fuzzy number subsolution of the
system Ã⊗̃x̃ = b̃. Using a MATLAB computer program, we have the α-cut bounds
of ˘̃xi for = 0.00, 0.05, ..., 0.95, 1, as in the Table 1. below. Then, we can determine
that ˘̃x1, ˘̃x2 and ˘̃x3 are the fuzzy numbers with the membership function are

µ˘̃x1
=

{

1, x = 6
0, others

, µ˘̃x2
=







x− 2, 2 ≤ x ≤ 3
4− x, 3 < x ≤ 4
0, others

,

and

µ˘̃x3
=

{

x− 6, 6 ≤ x ≤ 7
0, others

,

respectively. We can verify that Ã⊗̃˘̃x = b̃, hence the greatest fuzzy number subso-
lution ˘̃x is a fuzzy number solution of the system.
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Table 1. The α-cut bounds of ˘̃x ’s components

α ˘̃x1
˘̃x1

˘̃x2
˘̃x2

˘̃x3
˘̃x3

0.00 6.00 6.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 7.00
0.05 6.00 6.00 2.05 3.95 6.05 7.00
0.10 6.00 6.00 2.10 3.90 6.10 7.00
0.15 6.00 6.00 2.15 3.85 6.15 7.00
0.20 6.00 6.00 2.20 3.80 6.20 7.00
0.25 6.00 6.00 2.25 3.75 6.25 7.00
0.30 6.00 6.00 2.30 3.70 6.30 7.00
0.35 6.00 6.00 2.35 3.65 6.35 7.00
0.40 6.00 6.00 2.40 3.60 6.40 7.00
0.45 6.00 6.00 2.45 3.55 6.45 7.00
0.50 6.00 6.00 2.50 3.50 6.50 7.00
0.55 6.00 6.00 2.55 3.45 6.55 7.00
0.60 6.00 6.00 2.60 3.40 6.60 7.00
0.65 6.00 6.00 2.65 3.35 6.65 7.00
0.70 6.00 6.00 2.70 3.30 6.70 7.00
0.75 6.00 6.00 2.75 3.25 6.75 7.00
0.80 6.00 6.00 2.80 3.20 6.80 7.00
0.85 6.00 6.00 2.85 3.15 6.85 7.00
0.90 6.00 6.00 2.90 3.10 6.90 7.00
0.95 6.00 6.00 2.95 3.05 6.95 7.00
1.00 6.00 6.00 3.00 3.00 7.00 7.00
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